Celebrating 225 years
of the Swansea Canal
1798-2023

This celebration is another in the sequence of events in the history of the Swansea Canal. In
1994, the two- hundredth anniversary of the commencement of the Swansea Canal, the Swansea
Canal Society produced a video to commemorate that significant milestone. The video was produced
by Mr Harley Jones of Celtic Films in Cardiff and simply titled “Towards 1994”. I published my first
book that year, also to celebrate that event titled “Two Centuries of Pontardawe 1794 -1994”. I
hope the Swansea Canal will carry on to reach its next significant milestone after 2023, that of its
250th anniversary in 2044. However, 2023 is the next celebration year and this article attempts to
showcase the history and heritage surviving along the Swansea Canal corridor, heritage that is still at
risk from damage even today.
The construction of the Swansea Canal led to the development of every community in the
Swansea Valley north of the small village of Morriston, and then recently built to house coalminers
and their families and only comprising about 140 dwellings in 1794. Clydach that only had a very
small forge on the Lower Clydach River expanded enormously because of canal related industries,
and the new villages and towns of Trebanos, Pontardawe, Ynysmeudwy, Godre’r Graig, Ystalyfera,
Ystradgynlais, Cwmgiedd, Abercraf, the Twrch Valley villages, and Cwmllynfell all developed out of
canal- side industries. It also assisted greatly in the development of the Upper Dulais Valley villages.
The sixteen-mile-long Swansea Canal was constructed by the Swansea Canal Navigation
Company between 1794-98 using directly employed contract labour, and not contractors. Charles
Roberts, an engineer presented a letter to the Swansea Canal Committee on 15 August 1794
detailing the expenses of making the Swansea Canal. He estimated lockage at £16,515-00, cutting
the canal £7,750-00, bridges £2,250-00, fencing and forming the towpath £1,705-00, land; with a
note as very uncertain £3,600-00, aqueducts and culverts £4,606-00, extra cutting and embanking
£2,100-00, stop gates and weirs etc £500-00, wharf wall and basin £4,800-00, purchase of house and
altering a railway at Swansea £400-00, Act of Parliament and Agency etc £4,500-00, total £45,72000. The actual cost of constructing the Swansea Canal was at a higher cost, which was approximately
£55,000. (Harold Pollins, The Journal of Transport History 1954).
To construct the Swansea Canal, Agreements, (contracts), were agreed between the canal
company and each successful contractor for each individual stage of the canal construction, with
approximately 150 Agreements required for the canal works (my estimation). Cutting of the canal
trench in one-mile sections was the commencement of the canal, and sixteen such Agreements were
given for those works. As an example of those Mr Richard Pendrill obtained an Agreement to cut the
one-mile of the canal at Pengorof, Ystradgynlais. That Agreement was for the trench for the canal,
and foundation excavations for any bridges, locks and culverts. Other contractors had Agreements
for constructing the towpath embankment and its masonry works. Individual masons had
Agreements to erect the bridges and aqueducts, whilst other masons constructed the locks and
culverts. Separate Agreements were let for building lime kilns to provide mortar for the building
works, and for any iron mongery required for lock gate fittings and barrow wheels etc, and for
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wheelbarrows for moving earth, and timber to construct barrow runs. Different contractors built the
reservoirs along the off-bank as water storage for the locks. The canal trench was then puddled
using clay to form the lining of the canal bed with flocks of sheep driven up and down over the clay
to compress it into a homogenous watertight mass. Approximately fourteen Agreements were
signed for the construction of this one-mile section of canal at Pengorof. This gives an indication of
the complexity of the canal construction and the different contractors and trades involved in that. All
of this work was overseen by the Swansea Canal Company engineer Mr Sheasby with the assistance
of junior engineers, and all works had to be completed to their full satisfaction, or else taken down
and rebuilt.
The estimated number of Agreements for the completion of the Swansea Canal over that
four-year period was arrived at by studying numerous documents such as the Thomas Sheasby
Survey of 1793 (Plan of an Intended Navigable Canal from Swansea to Hen Noyadd) which named
estate owners’ mansion houses, farms, bridges and the very few existing industries along the route
of the intended canal. For example, Morris Town (present Morriston), Ynis Forgan (mansion house),
Ynis Tawy (mansion house), Ynistanglws (house house), Clydach (Forge and mill), Ynispenllwch
(mansion house), Ynisderw (Farm), Pont Clydach (bridge), Ynismudw Issa (farm), Ynismudwy Ganol
(farm), Yniscedwyn (ironworks), Pengorof (farm), Hen Noyadd (medieval mansion house), and
Abercrave Wood, also George Yates Map of Glamorgan 1797 that showed the canal completed only
as far as Clydach by that date. In addition, the Swansea Canal Navigation Company Minute Books,
General Assembly Books and Canal Toll Books 1794-1875 P.R.O. The Great Western Railway
Company Swansea Canal Plans of c1875. G.W.R. Lock Plans and Bridge Profiles of c1880-1990. Also
documents such as Land Tax Assessments 1772-1808, Tithe Maps and Schedules 1838-40, Ordnance
Survey Maps 1876-1920, and a great deal of research in the former Swansea County Council Archives
Office and the West Glamorgan Archive Service, and reading avidly Stephen Hughes research
published by the R.C.A.H.M.W. in two volumes, The Brecon Forest Tramroad, and Copperopolis. Also
having intimate knowledge of the Swansea Canal, gained through being an active member of the
Swansea Canal Society for forty years 1981-2021, being responsible for restoration of much of the
canal and canal structures during that period, and in interviewing many persons who worked on the
canal in the past or who had family members who did so.
In addition, knowledge of Welsh language place names and spellings assisted in
understanding the meaning of locations. There are many local Welsh language dialects all over
Wales, and in the Swansea Valley a new dialect emerged as new industries and English words were
introduced and cymricized. This dialect is referred to locally as Cwmtawe Welsh. Words that became
commonplace after the canal construction and as communities came into being are Llifdor for a
canal lock that translates as a water lift, but as Anglicization has taken hold in Cwmtawe, the word
Loc was commonplace. Other words in common usage are Camlas for canal. Bad for a boat. Dyfrffos
for aqueduct, but in Clydach a different word emerged for an aqueduct, that of Radidoc. This is an
Anglicized version of Yr Aqueduct that mutated into Radidoc. (Information from Mr Dewi Harris of
Clydach). Many Welsh words, or forms of those words were incorrectly written down and recorded
by English only speakers employed for example by the Great Western Railway Company who
purchased the Swansea Canal in 1872 and created plans and maps with their form of spellings of
native Welsh language place names.
The survival rate for those 150 Agreements is very poor. Only ten or so surviving to be
deposited with the P.R.O. at Kew. I purchased copies of six of those c1994 along with copies of the
Swansea Canal Minute Books and Ledgers and Toll Books, and have since deposited those along with
a large quantity of other Swansea Canal documents with the W.G.A.S. They are all available for

research purposes and provide a wealth of historical information on the construction, operations of
the canal, boats, people, structures and industries along the canal corridor.
During the construction of the Swansea Canal, bridges were erected over it from its initial
construction period of 1794-98, primarily at crossings for parish roads, turnpike trusts and national
highways, and for farm access, and for industry as that developed, plus the unusual Toll Bridge at
Clydach. Farm access bridges or over-bridges were constructed along the whole length of the
Swansea Canal from the outskirts of the Borough of Swansea to Hen-Noyadd in Breconshire. At least
18 such bridges are shown on the 1793 Sheasby Plan of the Intended Canal Plan between Swansea
and Ynysmeudwy, with the farms named. The words YnIs (Ynys) denoting a water meadow, Isaf
(lower), Canol –Ganol (middle), and Icha - Ychaf (upper). This shows the manner of the farm
developments in parts of Wales with land owners parcelling out sections of their land desired to be
let as farms into the lower, middle and upper farms. Place names and bridge names that survive to
the present time.
Estimated number of Agreements required for constructing the Swansea Canal in 1794
Canal excavations of one-mile each, 16 Agreements.
Lock construction, 36 Agreements, plus four senior lock-keepers cottages spaced at four-mile
intervals with intermediate lock-lock keepers dwellings in between.
Aqueducts and bridges, numerous but estimating 35, plus the roving bridge at Morriston which is
still extant but without any canal flowing below it.
Limekilns to provide mortar – 15.
Wheelbarrows such as that for Jenkin Rees and William Rees to make 200 wheelbarrows each and
John Watkin to make 100, at least 4.
Numerous culverts to remove excess water flowing into the canal.
River weirs to supply water into the canal, with major structures at Hen-Noyadd (Abercraf), and
Pant-teg, (Ystalyfera), and minor water supply locks at Ynysmeudwy, and on the River Twrch and
Lower Clydach River. Large reservoirs were excavated along the length of the canal to provide water
for the locks. Approximately 10 Agreements.
A large terminal basin was excavated and constructed at the head of the canal at Hen-Noyadd with
attendant wharves, workshops and repair facilities, with docks facilities along the length of the
canal, and larger canal basins and wharfs at Swansea that provided riverside docking and loading
and unloading facilities for the export and import of canal cargoes. Estimated 10 plus constructions.
Office accommodation was constructed on The Strand near the canal basin at Swansea and a
combined canal engineers office and home named Fountains Hall at Pant-teg, Ystalyfera.
Boat yards were constructed at Swansea, Clydach, Pontardawe and Hen-Noyadd, with additional
yards added at later periods.
In addition to the known Agreements there would have been similar such contracts for quarrying,
cutting and dressing of stones, plus their delivery to the building sites. A number of quarries for
canal stone are known of, usually as close the construction site as possible. A large quarry is located
to the north of Ynysmeudwy Ganol Bridge and that would have supplied stone for the building of the
nearby farm bridge, for the Cwm Sion culvert, for the stone reinforcing of the canal towpath and
embankment, and later for the Waun Coed Branch Canal works. Similar quarries would have been
required at approximately one or two-mile intervals along the canal corridor, and much closer at
locations with a large number of locks and bridges such as the Pantyffynnon flight of locks.
Suppliers of sand and lime would also have been a requirement. Lime is mentioned in the
Agreement for the construction of Clydach Aqueduct and no doubt would have been used on other
or probably most canal constructions. John Hutchins, whom I interviewed when he was the Swansea

Canal foreman in the 1980s informed me that when the Pantyffynnon flight of locks were being
demolished in the 1960s the breaking of the lime mortar and the removal of stones proved very
difficult to carry out.
The construction of the Swansea Canal was a massive engineering undertaking and only
completed in four years. An 1801 Report, “Acreage Returns for Wales on agricultural decline”
identified Ystradgynlais and Cilybebill parishes; the upper eight miles of canal to the north of what is
now Pontardawe, “as being taken by commercial adventurers monopolizing the lands formerly used
under corn, been turned into coal fields, forges, furnaces, and copper works”. That Report
emphasises the impact the completion of the Swansea Canal had on the local agricultural base.
Industry had now become the dominant factor, yet at that time there was only one iron works at
Ynyscedwyn with one furnace, several large coal mines, and small forges on the tributary rivers, and
an ironworks, forge and small tinplate works at Ynyspenllwch near Clydach. The massive expansion
of industry and its infrastructure of 140 miles of tramroads and the impact of those industries on
establishing the new towns named at the commencement of this article is the real legacy of the
Swansea Canal! And also its rich industrial and cultural heritage.
The Agreements were agreed and signed at the Smiths Arms in the small village of
Llansamlet, which was on the main arterial route between Cardiff and Carmarthen and suitably
accessible for any interested masons, builders, contractors etc. The public house is still extant in
2021, though much altered since 1794. However, a photograph does exist of the public house taken
c1870, in the ownership of the Llansamlet Historical Society, with a copy now deposited with the
WGAS.
The Agreements are quite extensive and cover all exigencies of construction work. For
example, the Agreement for Clydach Aqueduct constructed over the Lower Clydach River consists of
four pages of building instructions P.R.O. Rail 876/876 31. They detail how the mason Roger Pearce
was to carry out that work. It stated that “he shall and will well and truly erect and build or cause to
be erected and built in a good substantial and workmanlike manner an aqueduct for conveying the
said Canal over a Brook near Clydach agreeable to the direction and to the satisfaction of the
Engineer to the said Company of Proprietors. The facing stones of the Piers to be jointed in the Bed
with a good straight hammered joint, and the Piers to be filled with flat square stones only, and no
pebbles to be used in any part of the work. The joints of the stones to be squared with a good scalped
joint, all the stones in the Arches to be eighteen inches in the bed, to have at least a fifteen inch joint
and to be tooled straight and flat, the mortar for the facing to be the best face mortar with a due
proportion of sand, the mortar for Backing to be of a common sort with a larger proportion of Sand,
the whole to be sifted Lime and Sand together before any water be applied thereto unless slacking
the Lime, and afterwards to be beaten together in such manner as the Engineer shall direct. In all
cases the walls shall be three feet thick and upward every other course to be well grouted with Lime
and Sand; The parapet and Towing path to have piers through them at every five feet in length in the
walls and each Pier and Abutment to have piers of stone in each course every five feet. The Arches to
be well formed in setting each course of masonry and when turned to be well grouted all over. The
joints of the Face Walls to be jointed after they are built in case the Engineer shall it deem it proper;
and in case the said Work or part thereof shall not be to the satisfaction of the said Engineer, it shall
and may be lawfull for the said Engineer to cause the same to be pulled down and rebuilt in a proper
manner at the expense, cost and charges of the said Roger Pearce”.
Roger Pearce was a qualified mason who constructed an aqueduct over the Lower Clydach
River, named as Brook in his Agreement. That it still stands today, and is still carrying water is

testament to his engineering and masonry skills, yet he could not sign his name? He placed a finger
print to indicate his approval of the terms and conditions of the work he was to carry out.
Of interest are the wages paid to Swansea Canal Company employees in the period 1820-30,
abstracted from the Company Minute Books. Masons and Carpenters 21 shillings per week. Master
carpenter 30 shillings per week. Sawyer 16 shillings per week. Clerks 20 shillings per week. Book
keeper 40 shillings per week. Engineer and Superintendent £200 per year plus a horse and £20 for
the keep of the horse. Lock Keepers 16 shillings per week plus a house. Toll Collector 18 shillings per
week. A mole catcher was paid 15 shillings per week. One can now have an understanding of the
vastness of the construction project that was the Swansea Canal and of the types of persons that
were to be employed on it.
Boat traffic along the Swansea Canal increased dramatically after the completion of the North
Dock at Swansea in 1852 and the construction of an additional barge lock linking the canal into the
dock to facilitate loading and unloading from ships berthed in the dock. The tolls for cargoes carried
through the lock either into the North Dock or into the Swansea Canal for the period 1860-70 were
£7683-6-2. (Royal Institution of South Wales), that equates to 921,860 tons of cargo; even brandy
was smuggled from ships in the dock to certain personages along the canal corridor (Hywel John,
Ynysmeudwy).
Surviving structures along the Swansea Canal 2021
The Swansea Canal south of Clydach was drained and infilled between 1930 and 1982,
leaving a number of structures surviving, such as the Maliphant Bridge and lock chamber, the copper
slag abutment and masonry pier of the Hafod Copperworks, and the dry canal bed alongside the
copper works, unfortunately, they were all destroyed during the construction of the recent Hafod
Distributor Road (bypass). Similarly, the entire canal within Breconshire was infilled in 1970/71,
leaving approximately six miles between Clydach and Ystalyfera in water. Even this section was
under threat of destruction. Gladwin wrote in his publication Canals in Wales, in the early 1980s that
“the Swansea Canal was alas doomed to extinction”. We are fortunate this did not happen.
Swansea Riverside wharves. If one looks north up the River Tawe from the bridge between Park
Tawe and St Thomas, riverside masonry walls are visible. They are from the New Cut, excavated in
the 1850’s and completed in 1852 to enable the River Tawe to flow out into Swansea Bay and to
bypass the new dock recently completed along the original course of the river. With the completion
of the dock, what became known as The North Dock, new canal wharves were constructed between
the canal and the dock, and above the dock entrance up river. They were for the import and export
of coal, copper ores and copper, iron ores and iron, tin ore, pit props and pitwood, tinplate, pottery
clay and ceramics and many other commodities. The riverside masonry walls extend for several
hundred yards to the north and give an indication of how vast the canal wharves were.
Hafod Limekiln at Swansea. Constructed c1850 alongside the canal, and not into the canal
embankment as with many such structures. This is one of the very few canal structures to survive in
Swansea. Stephen Hughes R.C.A.H.M.W. states the Swansea Canal had having fifty-four limekilns in
use along its length throughout its working life.
Swansea’s Copper Heritage. Swansea boasted no fewer than nine copper works in the 19th century
with six of them along the line of the Swansea Canal, the Forest Copperworks, Rose Copperworks,
Birmingham Copperworks, Landore Copperworks, Hafod Copper Works and the Morfa Copper
Works, with the White Rock Copperworks, Upper Bank, and Middle Bank Copperworks on the east
bank of the River Tawe. See “Copperopolis” by Stephen Hughes R.C.A.H.M.W. Many of the buildings

of the Hafod and Morfa Copper Works were intact to roof height in 1983, with a large percentage of
the machinery still in situ. All that is left of that incredible industry at present are the two winding
engine houses, one with its Musgrove engine surviving, the Morfa and Hafod office block, and part
of the Morfa Works rolling mills now used as museum storage, and a small section of masonry wall
with an archway that constituted the former canal dock entrance into the Hafod Works. A single
item of machinery inside a wire cage lies alongside the quay wall. Not much to tell of the incredible
industry that helped in the expansion of the town that became Swansea City.
Morriston Roving Bridge. Designed and constructed for the passage of horses to cross over the
canal where the towpath changed from one bank to the opposite side of the canal. The canal bed is
now dry at this location. The bridge is a listed structure.
Clydach-on-Tawe Patent Fuel Works. Built by the Graig-Ola Coal Company as an experimental works
to produce Patent Fuel from poor quality coals, by binding them with pitch. The Swansea Canal
flowed alongside the factory, but the canal is now drained at this location. The works closed c1929
but some of the masonry walls survive to substantial height alongside the footpath through the site.
-----------------------------------Swansea Canal. The canal is in water from Clydach to Godre’r Graig with an 800-metre section
culverted between Trebanos and Pontardawe, with additional sections of canal narrowed north of
Godre’r Graig to Ystalyfera. Canals and Rivers Trust own and manage the section between Clydach
and Ynysmeudwy, and the narrowed section between Godre’r Graig and Ystalyfera that acts as the
canal feeder. Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council own and manage the Canal Nature Reserve
between Ynysmeudwy and Godre’r Graig. Locks were given numbers by the Swansea Canal Company
and by the Great Western Railway Company; owners of the canal 1793-1962, with that original
numbering system still in use at the present time ie. Locks 12 and 13 at Ynysmeudwy.
Clydach Aqueduct. Carrying the canal over the Lower Clydach River. See Roger Pearce Agreement
above.
Stone Swansea Canal barge. This is alongside the canal near the terminus at Clydach. It was built by
British Waterways stonemason Mike Strawford as a point of interest and to encourage a better
understanding of the canal and the boats that travelled along it. The barge is an exact replica of a
Swansea Canal barge in its length, width and height, and has an original cast iron bow buffer which
was used to protect the barge timbers whilst entering a lock. The barge carries a nameplate, that of
“V and S No 51”. V and S denote the copper company of Vivians at Swansea, and the number gives
an indication of the number of boats that company had in operation.
Lock keepers cottage, Clydach. The cottage at 41 Hebron Road was one of the original senior lock
keepers dwellings constructed by the canal company c1794. It originally had a thatched roof. One of
the tasks of the senior lock-keepers was to record any misdemeanours or offences by intermediate
lock-keepers, or bargemen. C1914 to c1930 this was the home of the Roderick family one of whom
was Dafydd Roderick, a canal lengthsman known locally as “The Admiral of the Canal”. David Morgan
followed Dafydd as canal lengthsman, living at the cottage until c1950 when John Hutchins took over
that task. John Hutchins, a Swansea Canal maintenance man from 1957, who later a foreman in
1994, lived here until his sad demise in 2019. Dafydd’s son Abiah Roderick was a well-known poet,
who in 1957 wrote a short story of a horse working on the Swansea Canal. It was titled “Jiwel, A
Story of the Swansea Canal”. Jiwel translates into English as Jewel. The language of the story s
Cwmtawe Welsh, or a regional dialect of the Welsh language. This story appears at the end of this
article.

Pont John, Clydach. Who John was in this instance is unknown but he must have been an important
person to have this bridge named after him and for that name to be carried on to future local
inhabitants for nearly one hundred and fifty years. The bridge carries this name on the Great
Western Railway Swansea Canal Bridge Profiles ledger c1880/90. The bridge was constructed long
before the Mond Nickel Works but also giving access to the Ynyspenllwch Tinplate Works which was
identified as such on the Intended Plan of the Swansea Canal 1793. Historical information from John
Hutchins in the 1980’s, and also referred to by other Clydach residents is that the bridge was a Toll
Bridge, constructed to give access to collieries on the eastern side of the River Tawe in the locality of
Glais Moraine. Every collier had to pay a weekly toll of sixpence to cross the bridge to access the
colliery. Because of the then high cost to each miner the colliery company agreed to a payment of
two shillings and sixpence per man per year to use the bridge. The bridge is constructed of
redundant Barlow railway lines as strengthening ribs for the iron plate sides and bottom; the type of
rail in use on the broad-gauge railway system. The bridge was restored during the Swansea Canal
restoration project in 1985/86.
Pont Nant Lowrog, Clydach. A masonry arched bridge at the entrance to lock number 6, this carrying
the former Turnpike Trust road, the Twrch Road over the canal. Pont (bridge), Nant (stream), with
Lowrog having several different meanings due to a number of spellings recorded. Llwrog that means
greasy, hence a slimy stream. Glwrog that translates as a miner (of coal). Several collieries worked in
the locality in the past with a number of coal seams documented below present ground levels. One
researcher has suggested the name applied to a small 18th hamlet that formerly existed nearby, but
there are no traces surviving of this. Pont Nant Lowrog can translate as the bridge over the slimy
stream, or the bridge at the stream of coal miners. The bridge has been widened several times to
accommodate improvements in road traffic. Originally the towpath passed below the bridge with
stone steps up the face of the lock for use of canal people. As the bridge was widened less room
became available for operating the lock and eventually the bridge abutted the lock face, the only
way the lock gates could then be operated was by the novel pulley and rope arrangement that
survived until the mid 1990’s when unfortunately, the system of pulleys was removed.
Clydach Lock 6, also known as Mond lock, was lock number 6 in the Swansea Canal lock numbering
system. It is 71 feet long (between gates), 8 feet 6 inches wide with a rise of 9 feet. The lock had
unusual bottom gate beams described above, which were very short and were pulley operated to
open and close them. The gates were the last to survive on the Swansea Canal being in situ until
c2000.
Mond Nickel Refinery. This was constructed 1902-05 alongside the Swansea Canal to ensure a
constant supply of water to the nickel refinery during the refining processes. Many industrial firms
used water from the Swansea Canal in the past, but the Mond Works is now the sole survivor. It is
fair to say that the income from the sale of water to the Mond Refinery ensured the existence of the
Swansea Canal up to current times.
Clydach Lock 7. This lock had a length of 71 feet, was 8 feet six inches wide, and a rise of 8 feet 7
inches, slightly different from the nearby Clydach Lock 6. The canal was culverted through the lock
and the lock capped with concrete slabs in the 1970s for the construction of a local authority
highway maintenance depot. This lock was generally referred to as a Clydach Lock, but originally it
was possibly named Ynyspenllwch Lock because of the land ownership in period 1800-1860, or
possibly Graig Ola Lock because of a colliery and brickworks of that name which were operating at
the lock entrance in the period 1860. The lock is currently under restoration by the Swansea Canal
Society.

Coed Gwilym overbridge. This over- bridge at Coed Gwilym, Clydach was constructed 1793/94 to
provide a connection between the minor road from Neath via Skewen, Glais and Ynys Penllwch to
Clydach and onward following the Roman Road eastwards to what is now Ammanford, and bisecting
the road along the Swansea Valley at its current location. The Coed Gwilym areas were then known
as Ty-yn-y-Coed, (the house in the woods). The bridge still retains its original masonry arch and wing
walls and deck but with a strengthened and widened roadway on top for present-day motor
vehicles. Undated engineering drawings of the bridges crossing the canal show its outline with the
height from towpath to bridge arch as being five -feet nine inches. This does not give much
headroom for a barge horse or a working man or woman to walk the towpath. Evidently horses
pulling canal boats were not large horses but more than likely ponies or smaller breeds of horses.
Even a person would have to have ducked to pass along the towing path. The diamond shape cast
iron Highway restriction signs of c1894 that were originally erected on the bridge are built into a
plinth in Coed Gwilym Park.
Coed Gwilym Heritage Centre, Clydach. Situated alongside the Swansea Canal in Coed Gwilym Park.
This was a joint initiative between Lliw Valley Borough Council, British Waterways, Professor Terry
Stephens, and the Swansea Canal Society and opened to the public in 1994. Several displays still
depict the canal and its industries. Mr John Powell of Lliw Valley Leisure Services showed great
foresight and leadership in this project. The Society operates canoes and other small craft from here.
Contact the society for further details on these.
Graigola Tramroad. Large sections of this tramroad, dating from pre1812, survive between the canal
at Coed Gwilym Park and Graigola Hill at Glais. Raised embankments that were formerly the
tramroad, masonry walls of bridges, stone sleeper blocks can all be seen at the present time. The
former canal-side dock and its loading wharves were still extant in the 1960’s but were removed at
that time to construct the Mond Nickel Company golf course. (John Hutchins c1985). This tramroad
was one of the 65 identified by Mr Stephen Hughes of the R.C.A.H.M.W.
Remains of canal boatyard. To the right of the towpath before Trebanos Locks and among the
cluster of brick buildings comprising the present horse riding stables at Green Farm are small
masonry buildings. These are probably the surviving structures of the 1850s dry dock and boat yard
shown on Plans of this yard of this date.
Trebanos Lock, Swansea Canal number 8. This has a length of 71 feet, a width of 8 feet, and a rise of
8 feet five and half inches. These locks have been referred to as Trebanos Locks for many
generations of local people. The lock chamber was restored by Lliw Valley Borough Council as a part
of the canal park initiative c1971.
Trebanos Bridge. At the entry to lock number nine. The G.W.R. Swansea Canal Plans c1890 records
the locality as Trebrannos (place of the night crow) - (tre- place, bran-crow, nos-night). The over
bridge is identified as Trebanos Bridge on the G.W.R. Swansea Canal Bridge Profiles of c1880/90.
It gave access to Ynys-y-Mond Ganol Farm, sometimes spelt as Ynysymond. It has nothing to do with
the Mond Nickel Works, this is just a coincidence. Ynys Symond is probably a patronymic. The farm
was later known as Green Farm. Trebanos at one time was referred to as Drebannws, bannw- pig,
hence place of the wild pigs? The Pheasant Bush Tinplate Works was erected in 1838 on Craig-yDuke lands with access to the works via the canal bridge. So we have multiple choices for the original
name of the canal bridge. Trebrannos Bridge, Trebanos Bridge. Ynys-y-Mond Bridge. Pheasant Bush
Bridge. The over-bridge had its parapet rebuilt in brickwork in the 1970s when the canal between
Trebanos and Coed Gwilym was restored as a Public Park by the local authority.

Trebanos Lock 9. This has a length of 71 feet, a width of 8 feet and a rise of 8 feet six inches. A canal
lengthsman’s building was alongside the towpath adjacent to this lock until the early 1980’s when it
was unfortunately demolished. The small building was originally erected c1836/37 as a lock keepers
“Residence” but used at a later time as a lengthsman’s storage building. Photographs of 1937 depict
this lock with its G.W.R. style wooden bridge across the lock entrance still in situ and consisting of
two railway sleepers tied together with an iron handrail along one side to provide lock users with a
means of crossing the lock to operate the lock gates. The lock chamber was restored by Lliw Valley
Borough Council as a part of the canal park initiative. The larger area around the canal, locks, and
farmlands are identified on O/S Maps as Craig-y-Duke.
Trebanos waste water weir. A large three-stage waste water weir twenty-two feet high constructed
c1794 to return water to the River Tawe as part of the Swansea Canal Act to ensure adequate water
supplies to the copperworks at Swansea.
Ynysderw Fields and former route of the Swansea Canal. The canal between Pontardawe and
Trebanos was culverted in a concrete pipe laid alongside the former route of the canal in the late
1960’s. The canal water still flows, but now in that culvert. That project was a cause celebre among
canal writers because the cost of the destruction of the Swansea Canal was far in excess of what a
full restoration of the canal would have entailed. Since 1994 there have been several Studies and
Reports published into reinstating the canal along the infilled section to create a navigable canal
between Clydach and Ynysmeudwy. The first, A Feasibility Study into the Swansea Canal by LVBC in
1994 was costed at £5million for the whole section from Clydach, Trebanos, with reinstatement
through Ynysderw Fields and to Pontardawe. The second by W.S. Atkins c2002 that was not costed
for this section of infilled canal, and the last consideration c2016 by Neath Port Talbot CBC was to
restore a part of the infilled canal from Pontardawe town centre southward alongside the present
out of town shopping units to provide an improved access route between Pontardawe and the new
shopping units, the whole scheme being a part of Pontardawe Regeneration Project. Unfortunately,
that did not materialise. The canal route is still under threat of development, this year 2021, by a
local authority Super School!!
Primrose Colliery Tramroad, Alltwen. The route of this tramroad of c1840 survive at Alltwen along
with numerous stone sleeper blocks, and the former colliery manager’s house and office, tram
weighing building, and colliery waste tips at the upper section of the route.
David “Papa” Thomas. David Thomas born near Cilhendre near Pontardawe in the Swansea Valley in
1794, perfected the technique of hot- blast iron production. He was invited to emigrate to the
United States of America in 1837 to assist that nation in improving its iron production. He was
referred to as The Father of the American Anthracite Iron Industry, and given the nomenclature of
“David “Papa” Thomas”, and in 1869 The Literary Album of the United States said of him “That no
man has done more for the permanent prosperity of the United States than Mr Thomas, and his
efforts of enterprise, and his high moral character entitle him to a distinguished place among our
useful citizens”. See Ynyscedwyn Ironworks.
Upper Clydach Aqueduct, Pontardawe. A single-span masonry aqueduct constructed 1794-98. The
aqueduct carries the Swansea Canal over the Upper Clydach River. The aqueduct has spillways to
allow excess water to escape from the canal.
Herbert Street Bridge, Pontardawe. A highway bridge crossing of the canal at Herbert Street,
Pontardawe. The town of Pontardawe did not exist in 1793. The locality was then referred to as Pont
Clydach. Originally a masonry single arched structure was erected by the Canal Company but that
was altered sometime during the early years of the 20th century to facilitate the current road traffic.

It was rebuilt again later in the century and is at present a flat-decked concrete affair with new
masonry walls added in the past 15 years in place of the lattice iron worked railings of c1930. The
height between towing path and bridge deck is shown as only five-feet six- inches on the G.W.R.
canal plans of c1880/90. A man or woman would definitely have to duck under the bridge whilst
working their barge horse or pony.
Pontardawe Brewery. One of the very few buildings surviving that used the Swansea Canal as a
means of transporting its manufactured wares 1837 – c1900. The Swansea Canal Company Toll
Books show that David Evans of Pontardawe Brewery paid tolls between 1843-51. The brewery had
its beer transported to public houses and beer houses in the locality, and broken glass bottles etc
taken to nearby rubbish tips by canal barge (John Hutchins). Much of the original fabric of the
building survives, which is all masonry. Unfortunately, the building is semi-derelict. It has been
recommended for restoration in local authority regeneration plans, but this has not yet come to
fruition. See Two Centuries of Pontardawe 1794-1994, by Clive Reed.
Holly Street Limekiln. An arch entry of the former limekiln survives alongside Holly Street and
adjacent to the canal. This limekiln is built into the canal embankment. It would have produced lime
for making mortar in the construction of canal structures.
Ynysgelynnen Bridge, Pontardawe. The bridge took its name from the nearby Ynysgelynnen Farm
that translates as the meadow of holly (celyn-holly). Spelled as Ynis-y-Glynea on the G.W.R. Bridge
Plans Book c1890. The name later became anglicised as Holly Street Bridge. The original masonry
over-bridge was demolished in c1968 to facilitate current traffic usage, and was replaced by a flatdecked concrete structure. The bridge is currently named Arthur Terrace Bridge after the nearby
terrace of that name. Urban Regeneration Plans of c1990 recommended replacing the concrete
bridge with a structure which would allow for canal boats to navigate into the town of Pontardawe.
Ynysmeudwy Isaf Bridge. A single-span masonry bridge. This gave access to the farm lands that
were separated from the farm house and out buildings by the construction of the Swansea Canal in
1795/96. Ynysmeudwy Isaf translates as the “lower water meadow of the hermit”. Isaf –lower, Ynys
– meadow, meudwy - hermit. On coastal areas the word Ynys denotes an island, but inland it
denotes a meadow liable to flooding, hence a water meadow. The word meudwy is common
throughout Wales and survives from the early celtic missionaries of the period AD500. There are
several names associated with early celtic “saints” or missionaries in the area, with Ciwg, Cwm Clic,
Gelly nudd prominent survivors. The farmhouse and adjacent farm outbuildings were all demolished
in 2002. The bridge was restored in c1985/86 as a part of the Swansea Canal Regeneration Project.
Swansea Canal. The canal northward from this location was derelict in 1982. The canal was only
about three yards in width and about one foot deep with water vegetation clogging up the waterway
and most of the off-bank. The towpath was level with the canal water and was a waterlogged mud
track used by cattle from neighbouring farms to access the canal as a source of drinking water. It was
completely derelict. The canal was a major source of water to the Mond Nickel Works at Clydach and
British Waterways had to resolve the problem of low water flows to that plant. This they did by
dredging the length of canal from Godre’r Graig to Pontardawe in 1983. That entailed pulling
forward the existing hedgerow alongside the canal to the water’s edge and using the ditch formed
for the depositing of canal silt. The towpath was raised by as much as four to five feet in many places
and the canal widened to over twenty feet. This was the first major restoration work on the Swansea
Canal for many years and came at the time when the Swansea Canal Society had recently been
formed in 1981.

Canal reservoir. This is situated halfway between the Ynysmeudwy Isaf and Ganol bridges and
provided water for the operation of canal locks downstream. Locally the reservoir was referred to as
the “Swai”, a passing place or a lay bye for canal boats. Stories survive locally of the Swai being full of
boats awaiting their turn at Ynysmeudwy locks.
Ynysmeudwy Ganol Bridge. A single-span masonry over-bridge erected c1795/96 when the Swansea
Canal was constructed and to provide access from the parish road to the farm. Originally a cart track
crossed the bridge. The bridge is unusual in being on the skew, this is because of the topography of
the adjacent hillside in relation to the canal. Ganol refers to middle bridge, having the typical
reference to lower, middle and upper farms and their bridges. From the period c1890 to present the
bridge has been known locally as Bont Niclas, Nicholas’s Bridge. Captain Nicholas was a mariner who
owned the farm from 1890 onwards. The farmhouse and outbuildings survived until c1995. The
bridge was restored in c1985/86 as a part of the Swansea Canal Regeneration Project. The bridge
originally had a stone stile set into the eastern upper parapet wall that gave access to the nearby
stone quarry, unfortunately that was removed by British Waterways during the bridge restoration in
the late 1990’s.
Waun-Coed branch canal and terminus at Ynysmeudwy. The impressive remains of this branch
canal that connected the Swansea canal with coal mines at Waun-Coed survived relatively intact
until the construction of the A4067 Pontardawe by-pass road c1996. After that date very few sheep
or cattle grazed the meadows and unchecked vegetation growth has damaged much of the masonry
dock walls. The former blacksmith shop collapsed c1996, and the former manager’s house inhabited
until c2000 was destroyed in an arson attack at that date. The dry dock for repairing barges survives
along with the damaged masonry walls of the loading dock, sections of the dry canal bed survive
along with scant remains of the cottage at mid section of the canal. This canal is on private property.
Remains of the Waun-Coed Collieries survive on the eastern bank of the River Tawe, though now
suffering from lack of care. Nearby are the impressive remains of the Cwm-Nant-Llwyd incline that
linked a colliery of that name with the riverside Waun-Coed complex.
Ynysmeudwy Lock, Number 12. This lock has a length of 71 feet, a width of 8 feet six inches, and a
rise of 8 feet six and a half inches. The last known use of the lock by a canal barge was 1943. (Hywel
John information). Alongside the lock chamber is the last survivor of a canal lock keepers dwelling
along the Swansea Canal. Swansea Canal Minute Books refer to the construction of a lock keepers
“Residence” for this location in 1826. That was due to the increase in boat traffic along the canal.
The “Residence” is a small one room building. It was restored by the Swansea Canal Society 1983-86.
Above the lock is Ynysmeudwy Canal Basin, which at one period contained wharves for loading of
stone from nearby quarries. Several large quarries operated in the locality in the mid to latter part of
the 19th century producing high quality large block stone used in the construction of harbour walls at
Swansea, and in large construction projects. From c1870 to c1920 a Patent Fuel Works owned by
Warwick and Co. operated alongside lock 12 utilising poor quality coals to produce a compressed
coal and pitch mixture referred to as “ovoids”, oval shaped. A timber trestle bridge spanned the
canal immediately above the lock to transport the coal from coalmines on the adjacent hillside into
the fuel works. The Swansea Canal Society carried out extensive restoration works in this location
1981 to 1990.
Ynysmeudwy Lock, Number 13. 71 feet in length, 9 feet one inch wide, with a rise of 10 feet. The
different dimensions given for the Swansea Canal locks show the scale of the problems when
employing multiple numbers of masons and other building skills on the initial canal construction
project. The different dimensions of lock structures are an example of this. That would have created
enormous problems for the maintenance of those structures with lock gates having to be

constructed for each new repair or replacement. For canal boats the problems were far worse. Every
boat had to be constructed to the smallest lock dimension, and that would have wasted
considerable amounts of water in the larger locks with only a small boat passing through that was
constructed to fit the dimensions for the smallest lock.
Ynysmeudwy Uchaf Bridge. Named after the nearby farm of the same name, with Uchaf (upper)
denoting it as the uppermost farm at Ynysmeudwy. The bridge is known locally as the Bryn Bridge, a
name applied to it because the adjacent Ynysmeudwy/Bryn Tinplate Works 1879-1941. The
underside of the bridge has pre-formed railway lines bent to the shape of the arch to increase the
weight limit for heavy vehicles accessing the Bryn Tinplate Works. That was to encourage more use
of Swansea Canal property and to discourage the tinplate traffic using the G.W.R. competitor of the
L.M.S. who had a railway line along the eastern bank of the River Tawe. Jack Phillips, the Swansea
Canal foreman c1920-65 informed Hywel John the farm owner of such who in turn passed the
information to me. The bridge was restored in c1985/86 as a part of the Swansea Canal
Regeneration Project.
Ynysmeudwy limekiln. Partially restored by International Environment Volunteers in the early
1990’s. The kiln is situated alongside the former Ynysmeudwy Public Wharf. The land is now owned
by CRT.
Ynysmeudwy Pottery. Alongside the towpath is the site of the Ynysmeudwy Pottery 1845-c1877
that gave rise to the village of Ynysmeudwy from 1843 onwards. Several of the bases of the kilns
survive below ground level. Read Clive Reeds’ thesis “History of a small Potworks in the Swansea
Valley” 1991.
Nant Du Aqueduct, Ynysmeudwy. This single span masonry arch carries the Swansea Canal over the
Nant Du stream. Southward from this location to Clydach Aqueduct the Swansea Canal towpath is a
Permissive Right of way.
Canals and Rivers Trust. This is the upper limit of their canal property. From here northward the
canal is the property of Neath Port Talbot County Borough Council.
----------------------------------------Cwmdu Quarries Bridge, Ynysmeudwy. A bascule bridge or lifting bridge erected 1894 to provide
access over the canal into the Cwmdu Glen and to its coalmines. The bridge was operated manually
by pushing a heavy iron weight along a steel girder that then acted as a counter weight to the bridge
deck. John Hutchins remembered using the bridge and its lifting system in the 1950’s. The bridge
was removed later and taken to the Mon and Brec Canal at Llanfoist. The masonry bridge abutments
remain in situ 2021.
Swansea Canal Nature Reserve. The canal northwards was designated as such c1990, and is semiderelict with areas of Carr vegetation and much tree cover. It was designated as such because of its
rich wildlife species especially damsel flies.
Cilmaengwyn Bridge. Constructed to provide access to the Corbwll smallholding that was situated
alongside the river. Corbwll is aptly named; translating as whirlpool and which readily identifies the
river along this stretch of valley. With the creation of the new village of Cilmaengwyn c1900 local
persons adopted the name of the woodland in the locality, Cilmaengwyn- retreat or hidden place of
the white stone. The bridge is currently within the Neath Port Talbot Local Canal Nature Reserve.

Corbwll Tramroad. Located to the north of Cilmaengwyn Bridge. The raised embankment of this
horse-drawn tramroad survives alongside the canal. This brought mineral to canal-side wharves.
Coal and fireclay was brought from mines in Mynydd Marchywel across the River Tawe on a timber
trestle bridge and along the tramroad for transport to the Ynyscedwyn Ironworks c1820. A number
of stone sleeper blocks survive in situ on the tramroad.
Lock 14, Cwmtawe Lock, Godre’r Graig. Referred to as Cwmtawe Lock after the nearby farm of this
name, Cwmtawe Isaf Farm. The lock is a derelict structure with both wing walls mostly intact.
Cwmtawe Isaf Bridge. A single span masonry bridge constructed to provide access for Cwmtawe Isaf
Farm.
Head of the canal in the Local Nature Reserve. From here it is possible to cross the busy A4065 road
to access the Cwmtawe Cycle Route where there are several heritage structures along its route.
Southward are the remains of the Cwm-Clic Fireclay Works, and the Waun Coed Collieries, whilst to
the north are several colliery remains.
Locks 15 and 16. The scant remains of the western sides of the lock masonry walls survive intact,
with the eastern lock walls reduced in height to about two feet. The canal channel is in a concrete
culvert along this section and is the main Swansea Canal water supply to the canal at Ynysmeudwy.
The canal was culverted and the locks reduced in height during the construction of the Godre’r Graig
by-pass road in 1962.
Crimea Pit, Godre’r Graig. This colliery was sunk in 1856, during the Crimea War, hence its name.
Substantial remains of its Beam Engine House, chimney stack, and ancillary structures survive along
with the remains of the canal loading bay.
Ynisgeinon Tramroad. This linked a colliery of that name that was situated alongside the River Tawe
with the Swansea Canal below lock 17 at Godre’r Graig. The tramroad survives as a straight raised
embankment alongside the Graig Newydd housing site. The colliery location can be discerned
alongside the river as a circular depression in the ground.
Lock 17 and boat building and repair yard, Godre’r Graig. The lock was known as Thick’s Lock after a
man of this name who owned the nearby farm. The canal is no longer in water at this location. The
canal feeder commences immediately to the south of this lock. The lock chamber survives intact.
Alongside the lock are the remains of the boat building yard that was last used as such in 1918. Boats
were probably repaired there after that time, but no documentary or verbal evidence substantiates
this. In 1982 the keel blocks on which the canal boats were constructed were still in situ, but
unfortunately since that date they have been removed. Considerable damage is been done to the
dry dock by the illegal tipping of waste materials into the dock chamber.
Swansea Canal Feeder. This is currently the main water feeder for the Swansea Canal and it runs at
the rear of Hodgsons Road, Godre’r Graig, commencing at the Pant-teg river weir. Originally the
feeder was a thirty-foot wide branch canal linking a colliery to the north of Fountains Hall, Ystalyfera
with the Swansea Canal below lock 17.
Lock 18, Godre’r Graig. Known as Lock Newydd, (the New Lock) and also the Squeezed Lock. The
Lock Newydd name probably arose because of the continual rebuilding of the structure after
damage caused by earth movements and landslides from the adjacent mountainside between 1830
and 1962. The lock chamber is intact but the canal no longer flows through it. The canal was
removed during the construction of the Godre’r Graig by-pass road 1962.

Lock 19, Godre’r Graig. Known as Lock Fach in the past, (the Small Lock). Only scant remains of the
lock chamber and by-wash survive, the canal and lock chamber having been removed in 1962.
Lock 22 , Pantyffynnon. Known locally as Lock y Jones (Jones’ Lock, named after the Swansea
Canal engineer c1805 John Jones). The remains of a lock chamber survive in a private garden.
Only the topmost sections of lock chamber wall survive above ground level. The remains can be
observed from the former canal towpath that runs above the Ystalyfera Ironworks embankment.
Pantteg Chapel gravestones. Numerous gravestones were once to be seen in the chapel graveyard
to iron workers, tramroad block layers, coalminers, and one to a canal person, that in Memory of
Hannah, the beloved wife of John Gibbs, Swansea Canal Collector. In October 2021 I could not locate
that gravestone, and I do not recommend anyone to attempt to locate for it or the other historic
graves. The graveyard is very overgrown and could be dangerous if visited.
Swansea Canal at Ystalyfera. Several hundred yards of the canal survive to the north of lock 22 and
terminates above the blast furnace charging bank of the former Ystalyfera ironworks. The canal acts
as a part of a land drainage system.
Ystalyfera Ironworks. Substantial remains survive of the charging bank of the former Ystalyfera
Ironworks with the remains of the Swansea Canal immediately above the charging bank. Canal boats
carried iron ore, limestone and coals to the stockyards situated between the canal and the charging
bank for use in the blast furnaces. Substantial remains survive of the blast furnace bases with their
cold-blast chambers, calcining furnaces and boiler houses, unfortunately now buried beneath the
ASDA Supermarket site. Ystalyfera ironworks was the most single factor in the development of the
community that became Ystalyfera.
Ystalyfera Road Bridge. A Turnpike Trust bridge was constructed at Ystalyfera, originally of masonry
construction, but that was removed in 1922, again to facilitate modern road vehicles. The current
bridge is a flat-decked steel structure constructed by Lysaghts of Bristol in 1922. A small iron plaque
riveted to a girder on the top deck of the bridge gives his information. The canal was drained
through Ystalyfera in the early 1970’s though the route is visible at the present time.
Lock 24, Ystalyfera. Known locally as Ystalyfera Lock. The lock chamber survives alongside the road
bridge with the lock chamber intact but mostly infilled, but with the canal drained along this section.
Twrch Aqueduct, Ystalyfera. A three-arched masonry structure carrying the Swansea Canal over the
Twrch River, out of Glamorganshire into Breconshire. Constructed over four years 1794-98. The
aqueduct was erected on a rock ledge to the north of the River Twrch and the river diverted to flow
beneath the aqueduct once it had been completed. Three of the arches carry the aqueduct over the
river, whilst the fourth opening; a large circular tunnel, was constructed to provide water to the
nearby Gurnos Mill. This was the largest structure built along the Swansea Canal and is reputedly
famous as one of the first known structures to use hydraulic mortar or waterproof cement in its
construction. During WW11 a Pill Box was constructed at its northern end to protect the aqueduct
from sabotage, an act that would have seriously depleted the water flowing down the Swansea
Canal to industries along its length, particularly in the Lower Swansea Valley. That showed the
importance of the water supply from the canal to industries along its corridor. Unfortunately, the Pill
Box was demolished in the mid 1990’s. Extensive repairs were carried out to the aqueduct in 1947
by the G.W.R. such as concrete spillways, towpath repairs and other masonry works. (Information
from John Hutchins).

Gurnos Wharf. The Palleg Tramroad that formerly ran the length of the Twrch Valley carrying
minerals down to the canal wharf have long since finished working, but the cottages that formerly
stood alongside the wharf and were a part of its infrastructure are still extant in 2021 to the north of
the former Aubrey Arms public house, currently The All Blacks public house.
Ynyscedwyn Branch Canal. The dry bed of this branch canal that connected the famous Ynyscedwyn
ironworks with the Swansea Canal is still visible alongside Trawsfordd, the road connecting Pengorof
with Ystradgynlais town.
Ynyscedwyn Ironworks. This was the only large industrial complex in the mid and upper Swansea
Valley at the time the Swansea Canal was under construction, dating from 1612, producing cast or
pig iron that was refined in forges on rivers that had a sufficient water supply to power the forge
hammers. Prior to the completion of the Swansea Canal in 1798 pig iron was taken to the Clydach
forge in panniers carried on horses along riverside paths. Similar horse routes for carrying iron to
Neath and to Aberdulais were also used by the Ynyscedwyn Ironworks. One route from Ynyscedwyn
alongside the River Tawe and up the eastern flank of Mynydd Marchywel to Cilybebill is still referred
to at the present time as the Donkey Trail. After 1798 the ironworks used the canal as a means of
transporting coal, iron-ore and finished iron. In the mid 19th century Ynyscedwyn Ironworks was the
largest toll payer to the Swansea Canal Company. Six blast furnaces were in use during its period of
peak production. It was at Ynyscedwyn that David Thomas from Cilhendre in the Swansea Valley
perfected the technique of hot blast iron production. He was invited to emigrate to the United
States of America in 1837 to assist that nation in improving its iron production. He was referred to as
The Father of the American Anthracite Iron Industry, and given the nomenclature of “David “Papa”
Thomas”, and in 1869 The Literary Album of the United States said of him “That no man has done
more for the permanent prosperity of the United States than Mr Thomas, and his efforts of
enterprise, and his high moral character entitle him to a distinguished place among our useful
citizens”. How is that for an epitaph, to a man from the Swansea Valley? All that remains of the
ironworks at the present time are the brick arches of the proposed works improvement of steel
production, but that did not materialise.
Drum Mountain Incline and Tramroad. Commencing at river level to the east of Ynyscedwyn
Ironworks are the remains of a long incline that connected the Brecon Forest Tramroad with the
Swansea Canal at the Gurnos Wharf. The incline with its engine house at the top level, and miles of
tramroad running through Penwyllt, Dyfynnog and Sennybridge are impressive tramroad remains.
Gravestone to “A Swansea Canal Bargeman”. Formerly located in an Ystradgynlais Cemetery. The
gravestone with that epithet was formerly to be seen in the graveyard near Oddfellows Row. This
was the only gravestone to a Swansea Canal Bargeman known to exist in 1990, but in 2021 when I
visited the graveyard, again the majority of gravestones had been removed or laid against the
perimeter walls, and the canal gravestone could not be located. Another piece of history gone.
Metz Cottages, The Ynys, Ystradgynlais. A former canal side row of cottages, but with a modern
highway built over the course of the canal.
Lock 32, known as Lock y Hebog (lock of the hawk). The lock stood near the small community of
Ynys Isaf. This name gives an indication of the local names given to canal structures in the 19 th
century. The lock was removed during road improvements in the late 1960’s.
Locks 35 and 36. Caerbont. The canal was drained along this section in the early 1970’s, but partial
remains of the two lock chambers survive alongside the road through the village. Lock 36 was known
locally as Lock Bydafau (Bydafau -beehive lock, after the shape of nearby brick kilns)

Ynysbydafau Overbridge. Caerbont. A very short section of the canal is in water below this farm
access bridge that still retains its bridge deck, parapet walls and the section of railway line that acted
as a post for a weight limit sign. Ynysbydafau translates into English as Beehive Island, in reference
to the former bee hive shaped brick kilns of the brickworks adjacent to the canal in the late 19th
century.
Yard Bridge, Abercraf. A large single span masonry bridge with pierced spandrels that carried a
tramroad over the gorge of the River Tawe. It was built by Daniel Harper to provide access to his
Lefel Fawr that opened in 1796, and which was originally intended to be an underground canal level
into the coal seam.
Abercraf. The head of the Swansea Canal. The canal basin can still be seen in outline behind the
public house. The remains of the Abercraf Ironworks Blast furnace are still extant with a tramroad
above the level of the blast furnace top that would have provided the raw materials into the furnace
for making iron. The row of cottages slightly to the north of the furnace is probably from the
ironworks time, with one reputed to be the truck shop, where goods were provided to the
ironworkers. The canal feeder channel and the masonry River Tawe feeder weir which was the main
source of water to the canal survives with the date stone 1842 set into the face of the weir. Several
miles of tramroads ran onto the Cribarth Mountain from the canal basin to bring limestone and silica
sand to the canal barges.

The Locks on the Swansea Canal
The locks had official Swansea Canal Company numbers commencing with number one at Swansea
and ending with lock number 36 at Abercraf. That numbering system worked perfectly well in the
early 19th century because there were no towns or villages yet in existence in the Swansea Valley. As
communities developed the locks were given names at different times over their lives, and those
would have changed due to new industries replacing older ones, and important personages giving
their names to others in their locality. For example Player’s lock at Clydach and Gilbertson’s Lock at
Pontardawe.
Lock
No.

Location

Name

Reason for name

1.

Swansea Lock

Swansea

In Swansea

2.

Swansea Lock

Swansea

In Swansea

3

Hafod

Maliphant Lock

Constructed by Mr Maliphant

4.

Hafod

Maliphant Lock

Near Maliphant Street

5.

Clydach

Player’s Lock

After Mr Player

6.

Clydach

Mond Lock

Adjacent to Mond Nickel Refinery

7.

Clydach

Clydach Lock/Graigola Lock

Graigola Colliery

8.

Trebanos

Trebanos Lock

At Trebanos

9.

Trebanos

Trebanos

At Trebanos

10.

Pontardawe

Parsons Lock

After William Parsons (ironmaster)

11.

Pontardawe

Gilbertson’s Lock

After William Gilbertson (steel)

12.

Ynysmeudwy

Ynysmeudwy Lock

Ynysmeudwy Uchaf Farm

13.

Ynysmeudwy

Ynysmeudwy Lock

Ynysmeudwy Uchaf Farm

14.

Godre’r Graig

Cwmtawe Lock

Cwmtawe Isaf farm

15.

Godre’r Graig

Near Godre’r Graig

16.

Godre’r Graig

Near Godre’r Graig

17.

Godre’r Graig

Thick’s Lock

Thick’s Farm

18.

Pantyffynnon

Loc Newydd

New Lock (rebuilt)

19.

Pantyffynnon

Loc Fach

Small Lock (narrowed)

20.

Pantyffynnon

Loc Isa’r Siop

Lock below workshops

21.

Pantyffynnon

Loc Ucha’r Siop

Lock above workshops

22.

Ystalyfera

Loc y Jones

After John Jones canal engineer

23.

Ystalyfera

Approaching Ystalyfera

24.

Ystalyfera

Ystalyfera Lock

After Ystalyfera Farm, and town

25.

Ystradgynlais

Ynyscedwyn Lock

Ynyscedwyn

26.

Ystradgynlais

Near Ystradgynlais

27.

Ystradgynlais

Near Ystradgynlais

28.

Ystradgynlais

Pengorof Lock

Pengorof Farm

29.

Ystradgynlais

Pelican Lock

Pelican Street

30.

Cwmgiedd

Loc y Metz

Metz Cottages31.

31.

Ynys Isaf

Loc y Ynys

Near Ynys Cottages

32.

Ynys Uchaf

Loc y Hebog

Near Glyn yr Hebog Farm

33.

Ynys Uchaf

White Lion Lock

Near White Lion Inn

34.

Caerbont

Castle Lock

Near Castle Public House

35.

Caer-lan

36.

Caer-lan

In Cae’r Lan village
Loc Bydafau

After brickworks kilns

--------------------------------------------------------

List of young persons employed on the Swansea Canal.
Persons of these ages were carrying out normal work much as their fathers and
grandfathers had done before them. In the past and when a person became of a certain
age, they were expected to assist the family through work. I began work at 15 years of age
in 1958, my father at 14 years of age in 1925, and my grandfather at 12 years of age in
1894. It is our perspective of age that creates our attitude to what we term “children’s
employment”. Clive Reed.
Royal Commission into Employment of Children 1842
Thomas Williams
barge boy, aged 10
Swansea Census records - Morriston 1841
John Williams
bargeman, age 25
Evan Williams
bargeman, age 25
Jeremiah Jeremiah
George Thomas
George Davies
Benjamin Beynon

boatman, age 18
boatman, aged 14
boatman, age, 15
boatman, age 15

Census Returns Clydach 1841
John Hopkin
canal boatman, age 13
David Francis
canal boatman, age 15

Isaac Francis
Esiah Francis
David Morgan
David Robert
John Thomas
Benjamin Robert
Thomas Richard
William Jenkins
Jenkin Evans
William Daniel
John Morris
William Williams

canal boatman, age 12
canal boatman, age 14
canal boatman, age 14
canal boatman, age 12
canal boatman, age 15
canal boatman, age 15
canal boatman, age 14
bargeman, age 20*
bargeman, age 15*
bargeman, age 15*
bargeman, age 12*
bargeman, age 14*

* all this group lived in the same house.

Census Returns (Llangiwg) 1841
Daniel Daniel
boatman, age 15
Census Returns (Llangiwg) 1851
Mary Williams
undertaker of barge hauling, age 44
John Williams
bargeman, age 9
William Williams
bargeman, age 18
David Williams
bargeman, age 11
Lewis Williams
bargeman, age 15
Elias Thomas
bargeman, age 11
William Hopkins
bargeman, age 14
Lewis Morgan
bargeman, age 15
Elizabeth Williams
bargewoman hauling, age 29
Jane Williams
bargewoman hauling, age 23
Edward Lewis
bargeman’s boy, age 15
Robert Roberts
boat driver, age 12
Lewis Williams
bargeman, age 15
Richard Jones
bargeman, age 17
Census Returns Clydach 1861
Thomas Davies
boatman, age 35
Edward Thomas
hauling canal barge, age 56
Thomas Thomas
canal boat haulier, age 20
Howell Thomas
canal boat haulier, age 12
Jacob Walters
canal boat haulier, age 16
Census Returns (Llangiwg) 1861
David Hopkins
bargeman, age 13
David Jones
bargeman, age 14
John Jones
bargeman, age 13
Thomas Lewis
bargeman, age 16
Jenet Daniel
boatgirl, age 15
Daniel Jones
bargeman, age 15
John Morgan
bargeman, age 17

William Walker
Elizabeth Lewis
Elizabeth Davies
David Walters
William Davies
Mary Williams
John Williams

bargeman, age 15
bargewoman mistress, age 50
bargewoman servant, age 17
boat making apprentice, age 14
canal labourer, age 42, deaf and dumb
bargewoman mistress, age 58
bargeman, age 18

Census Returns Ystradgynlais 1861
William Griffiths
bargeman, age 18 canal cottage Gurnos
Richard Griffiths
bargeman, age 17 canal cottage Gurnos
John Harris
canal lock keeper, age 68
Thomas Evans
boatman, age 12
Richard James
boatman on canal, age 15 Penrhos
John Evans
servant boatman, age 15
John Davies
bargeman on canal, age 30 Cwmgiedd
David Williams
bargeman, age 13 Cwmgiedd
Census Returns Abercraf 1861
Thomas Evans
boatman, age12
Census Returns (Llangiwg) 1871
Anne Thomas
boating on canal age 19
Mary Thomas
boating on canal, age 16
John Lloyd
boatboy, age 12
John Hughes
boatman, age 18
Personal recollections from interviews
Jane Williams
barge girl, age 16
Sarah Butler
barge girl
Thomas Parry
bargeman, aged 16 Hafod
Mr Howard
boat builder Godre’r Graig

1890
circa 1890
1923
1918

Swansea Canal Photographs, copyright Clive Reed and Swansea Canal Society
Derelict Swansea Canal below Ynysmeudwy Lock January 1984. Copyright Clive Reed.

Restored Swansea Canal below Ynysmeudwy Lock, with a canal passenger barge April 1994.
Copyright Clive Reed.

Swansea Canal passenger barge “David “Papa” Thomas” April 1994. Copyright Clive Reed.

Restoring canal lock-keeper’s “Residence” at Ynysmeudwy March 1986. Joe Gent is tiling the
roof. “Residence” is how the dwelling was described in the Swansea Canal Company Minute
Book in 1826. Copyright Clive Reed.

Restoring canal lock-keeper’s “Residence” at Ynysmeudwy March 1986. Joe Gent has almost
completed tiling the roof. Copyright Clive Reed.

Award presentation to Swansea Canal Society for restoration work at Ynysmeudwy Locks
1991.

Ynysmeudwy Locks with visitors and cyclists April 1994. Copyright Clive Reed.

Breton visitors to Ynysmeudwy Locks April 1994. Copyright Clive Reed.

Model of Ynysmeudwy Lock and canal basin 1985. Clive Reed

Ynysmeudwy Locks in wintertime c1996. Copyright Clive Reed.

Additional information on Swansea Canal workers or employees can be read under the
following titles.
Abiah Roderick and Jewel. Translated by Noel Watkins of Ynysmeudwy. Cwmtawe Welsh.
Brief accounts of Swansea Canal workers.
Richard Lewis, Harpers 1812.
Byron Griffiths, Swansea Canal worker 1915.
Thomas Parry, interview of Hafod Isaf Works, and onion boats on the canal.
Social Outings on the Swansea Canal

All research by Clive Reed BA (hons), Dip Loc Hist. Swansea Valley Researcher, writing under
Etifediaeth Cwmtawe – Cwmtawe Heritage, and as Swansea Canal Society Heritage Officer.

Author and Publisher of Tareni Colliery: The Mine, The Miners and Their Communities
(includes the South Wales Primrose Colliery, Mond Nickel (Clydach), the Coalmining Heritage of the
Swansea Valley, 100 Years of coalmining in the Pontardawe area. Price £30.00 plus p and p.
Author and publisher of Two Centuries of Pontardawe 1794-1994 (1994). This is still available at the
WGAS, £6.50 (only 6 left!)

